The difficulty in concentrating attention is one of the clinical manifestations of sub-health status. In order to use the event-related potentials (ERP) technology to reveal the health status of employees, this study selects a classic clinical experimental paradigm continuous operation test. Brain evoked potential experiment is adopted to examine the changes in attention in electrophysiological indicators under different conditions and behavioral indicators such as reaction time are comprehensively analyzed. The results show that the Brain evoked potential indicator and behavioral indicator under single and dual task have different degrees of difference. In particular, the amplitude of P300 in Brain evoked potential is significantly different, which can represent the changes of attention objectively and sensitively. It can be seen that the detection means of sub-health status of employees can use the reaction time and Brain evoked potential as a supplement to objective physiological indicators.
Introduction
ERPs can be interpreted as: changes in Brain evoked potential when a certain stimulus is applied or removed in a part of the sensory system or the brain, or changes of potentials in the brain area in the presence of a certain psychological factor (Van Bommel et al., 2014) . ERP is caused by the electrical activity of a large number of neure caused by stimuli events. The ERP by brain processing (brain mechanism) is the result of combined action of many factors (Dong et al., 2013) . That ERP is different under different conditions shows that the brain processing is different; but if the ERP is the same under different conditions, it may be a stimulus event that causes a lot of information processing in the brain. However, the strength or direction changes of the neure cancel out with each other and the recorded ERP does not change, so it does not indicate that the brain mechanism is the same (Hu, 2013) . Brain evoked potential signal varies depending on the position of the scalp, so the subject is required to wear an electrode cap in collection of ERP. The location of the electrode on the electrode cap to record scalp discharge is set according to the 10-20 international Brain evoked potential recording system (Zeng et al., 2013) .
As for the ICI questions that P300 reflects on specific cognitive processes, the hypothesis proposed by Donchin based on their experimental results is widely supported by researches of psychophysiology.
The incubation period of P300 is prolonged with the difficulty of the task increasing, so the incubation period may reflect the time required for the evaluation or classification of the stimulus (Lu et al., 2013) ; The amplitude of P300 is inversely related to the stimulation probability (stimulation probability is small and amplitude of P300 is high), so it can be inferred that the amplitude of P300 may reflect the update of background or working memory representation, or that P300 is related to template matching (Meng et al., 2013) . Some researchers have pointed out that P300 may be related to the completion of processing.
Concomitant negative wave CNV is one of the components discovered in ERP components earlier by Walter and Coope. The relevant research results have been published in Nature. Concomitant negative wave reflects a comprehensive mental preparation state in stress or emergency, which is related to psychological factors such as expectation, conation, motivation, attention, arousal and orientating reaction (Run et al., 2014) .
Wei Jinghan et al., put forward the hypothesis of CNV's psychological load increase, believing that CNV reflects an increase in psychological load when the task is completed. From the nature of psychological factors, this psychological load consists of expectation, orientating reaction, attention, motivation and other factors (Yao et al., 2013) .
For the problem that the subjective selfrating scale of employees' sub-health may fraud and the problem of sub-health diagnosis: how to determine when there is no clear disease information and no organic changes, this paper adopts cognitive neuroscience approach to explore employees' sub-health rating issues based on the concept of "non-subjectiveness". The amplitude of P300 in the Brain evoked potential indicator can objectively and sensitively show the changes in attention (Yu et al., 2013) . The incubation period of CNV can reflect the preparation of attention resources for the completion of the task, that is, the Brain evoked potential indicator can objectively represent rensity of attention in "brain" work (Zhang, 2013) . From the perspective of brain load (cognitive load), this research result provides an effective and non-subjective ERP screening indicator for the key problem of the sub-health management of employees, "how to diagnose when there is no clear disease information and no organic changes?"
Methods
This experiment chooses to manipulate the memory load through experiments so as to affect the concentration of attention of the homologous subjects. The purpose of this experiment is to use the design of the subjects to easily find the subjects, as well as to use a small number of subjects to obtain a large amount of experimental data. The selected subjects are graduate students at Southwest Jiaotong University, including six boys and six girls with the age ranging from 24 to 27 years old. All subjects are selected from healthy people with no various diseases. All of them had normal vision and right-handedness. They did not participate in Brain evoked potential experiments before and each will obtain 100 yuan test fee. Brain evoked potential signals are collected by an electroencephalograph and a 64-lead electroencephalography cap from BP Company in Germany. Electrodes are placed according to the 10-20 international system and reference electrodes are mastoids on both sides of the head. The procedure used in the experiment was compiled by E-prime software. The type of experiment is subject experiment. The experimental process mainly includes the single task and the dual task. The single task is only the CPI task while the dual task is to add the N-back task to the single task. CPT task is taken as a single task. First, a random string of numbers appears in the center of the screen and a number appears one time. If you see the number 0, you need to pay attention to whether the following number is odd number. If it is an odd number, press the "f" key and will not react for the even number. The stimulus presentation time is 200ms. The number 0 and odd numbers account for 25% and it is the same with the number 0 and even numbers. Other background numbers make up 50% with a total of eISSN 1303-5150 www.neuroquantology.com 803 128 pairs. Dual task is to add N-back task to the single task. The sequence of the stimulus presented on the screen is: a prompt for N value appears, telling the subjects the location of the letters that need to be remembered; then, the CPT task appears and the presentation way is exactly the same as that in the single task; after that, a letter appears in the center of the screen, and the subjects are required to judge whether the letter is the one that they need to remember. If yes, press the "f" key, if not, press the "j" key. The value of N in the dual task is 1, 2, and 3. The presentation time of letters is 500ms, the presentation time of number is still 200ms, and the interval between stimuli is 1500ms.
Results and discussion

Behavioral data results
The key reaction results of the subjects are collated. Details are shown in Table 1 . 1  Single  50  148  2  0  200  2  Single  47  151  2  0  200  3  Single  28  97  3  0  128  4  Single  26  95  7  0  128  5  Single  33  91  4  0  128  6  Single  36  92  0  0  128  7  Single  28  100  0  0  128  8  Single  32  94  2  0  128  9  Single  35  92  1  0  128  10  Single  26  94  8  0  128  11  Single  28  100  0  0  128  12  Single  33  93  2  0  128  1  Double 27  48  33  0  108  2  Double 27  48  33  0  108  3  Double 27  47  34  0  108  4  Double 27  45  36  0  108  5  Double 27  45  36  0  108  6  Double 27  46  35  0  108  7  Double 25  48  33  2  108  8  Double 27  42  39  0  108  9  Double 26  44  37  1  108  10  Double 22  43  38  5  108  11  Double 27  46  35  0  108  12  Double 24  47  34  3  108 The correct hits and correct denials are now classified into correct reaction, and missing report and false report are categorized as false reaction. SPSS 17.0 is used to conduct chi-square test of the frequency of the two types of reactions. The results show that both are significantly different statistically (See Formula 1 and 2). The results show that under the condition of working memory load, the attention of the subjects is not concentrated, and the decrease of the conflict suppression ability result in the increase of false reaction. Under such a circumstance, work efficiency is likely to reduce. ℎ = 49.548 (1) = 0.000 0.05
The results of the previous performance indicator show that under the condition of load, the error rate of the subjects is significantly higher. To further excavate the trajectory of changes in attention, a further analysis in carried out on false reports and hits in the dual task. In Table 2 , the reaction time of hits and false reports in dual task is collated. Whether the difference between the reaction time of the two achieves statistical significance still requires SPSS 17.0 for further difference testing. Before the difference test, the two sets of data shall be tested to meet the normal test or not. As shown in Table 3 , the reaction time of hit in the dual task does not meet the normal distribution.
Brain evoked potential data
In the ERP components, P300 can belong to the cognitive potential which can express various cognitive activities in the brain, so P300 is used as an Brain evoked potential indicator to study changes in attention in this experiment. In the data processing settings, the time window is positioned for the first 200 milliseconds and the next 1000 milliseconds when the number 0 appears with a total of 1200 milliseconds of the time window. The waveforms of all the subjects are superimposed for 384 times (32*12), and then the total average waveform is obtained. In this study, only the electricity at three electrodes of the Cz, Fz and Pz midline positions is extracted, and the waveform trend of the three electrode points is relatively uniform, that is to say, the amplitude of the P300 under load conditions is greater.
The amplitude of P300 is the largest at Pz point, so the data of this electrode point is analyzed in general researches. Thus, this research only makes statistical analysis of the amplitude and incubation period of Pz point. The data of incubation period and amplitude of P300 at Pz point are summarized in Table 4 and Table  5 . SPSS 17.0 is used to conduct a paired sample T test for incubation period and amplitude data respectively. The results show that the incubation period of P300 does not reach significant differences under the two task conditions (see Formula 3 and 4); While the difference in P300 amplitude is statistically significant (see formula 5 and 6). According to the previous literature review, the incubation period of P300 can express the processing time for the stimulation. The statistical analysis results show that the incubation period has a prolonged trend under load conditions, indicating that the attention concentration ability is impaired and the information processing speed slows down because of distraction of attention. The fact that no significant difference is reached may be the reason that no significant damage occurs to the speed of cognitive processing, or a longer period of work can achieve a significant extension in incubation period. The amplitude of P300 in dual task is significantly greater than that in single task. Combining the meaning represented by P300, the author has reason to believe that under the load conditions, more attention resources shall be put in the same task.
The waveforms of the three electrode points all show that the incubation period of CNV in dual task is longer. The specific incubation period of Pz point is shown in Table 6 . p=0.018
According to the experimental results, it is inferred that in the dual task experiment, the subjects need to put in more attention resources, so there is a delay in the preparation of the next stimulus. Or it can be vividly stated that the subjects' attention is distracted for the preparation of next action.
Conclusions and outlook
This paper uses ERP technology to design an experiment based on the continuous operation experimental paradigm and the working memory paradigm so as to study and discuss the typical symptom, namely distraction of sub-health employees. Then the corresponding suggestions are provide for the employees' sub-health screening and management. ERP experimental data shows that the amplitude of P300 can reflect concentration of attention, and incubation period of CNV can reflect the preparation for attention resources used to complete the task. In this experiment, the concentration of attention and the corresponding Brain evoked potential under the same experimental conditions between subhealthy patients and normal people haven't been compared. Therefore, in the subsequent studies, it should be further supplemented and improved.
